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ABSTRACT
We introduce LSQB, a new large-scale subgraph query benchmark. LSQB tests the performance of database management systems on an important class of subgraph queries
overlooked by existing benchmarks. Matching a labelled
structural graph pattern, referred to as subgraph matching, is the focus of LSQB. In relational terms, the benchmark tests DBMSs’ join performance as a choke-point since
subgraph matching is equivalent to multi-way joins between base Vertex and base Edge tables on ID attributes.
The benchmark focuses on read-heavy workloads by relying
on global queries which have been ignored by prior benchmarks. Global queries, also referred to as unseeded queries,
are a type of queries that are only constrained by labels on
the query vertices and edges. LSQB contains a total of nine
queries and leverages the LDBC social network data generator for scalability. The benchmark gained both academic
and industrial interest and is used internally by 5+ different
vendors.
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INTRODUCTION

Subgraph queries are a fundamental class of queries for applications where graph patterns reveal valuable information.
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For example, biologists and sociologists identify communities
in large networks by finding dense subgraphs [17], Twitter
searches for diamonds in their users follower network to provide “whom-to-follow” recommendations [21], and Alibaba
detects fraudulent activities by finding cycles [43].
In the property graph data model [33], vertices represent
entities, edges represent relationships, and arbitrary keyvalue pairs represent properties on vertices and edges. Contemporary graph DBMSs (GDBMSs), which use the property
graph data model, support subgraph queries.
As observed in prior work [1, 3, 32], a subgraph matching
query 𝑄(V𝑄 , E𝑄 ), which enumerates instances of 𝑄 in an input graph 𝐺(V, E), is equivalent to a select-project-join
query containing multi-way joins between base Vertex and
base Edge tables. Therefore, provided a mapping from the
graph schema to the relational schema, relational DBMSs
(RDBMSs) also support subgraph queries.

1.1

Subgraph Query Workloads Overview

Read-heavy analytical applications containing subgraph
queries keep gaining popularity [47]. Such applications obtain graph data from social networks, web crawls, or from
the integration of multiple datasets stored in transactional
RDBMSs. These application workloads differ from classical
relational workloads in the abundance of three operations:
(1) Many-to-many joins are prevalent since highly connected graph data contains a very large number of
many-to-many relationships. Even a small number of
input tuples to such joins leads to an explosion in the
size of intermediate and output results.
(2) Cyclic joins are fundamental for applications such as
social network recommendation and fraud detection.
(3) Long acyclic joins are employed for path-finding use
cases possibly having great depths.

1.2

The Need for New Benchmarks

While GDBMSs, e.g., Neo4j [55], TigerGraph [12], and GraphflowDB [25] are specifically optimized for subgraph query
workloads, RDBMSs, e.g., Db2 [53], SAP HANA [46], and
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Umbra [34] are expanding their query processing and optimization techniques to perform better on these workloads.
An example of an effective query processing technique for
subgraph queries in GDBMSs and RDBMSs are the newly
developed worst-case optimal joins (WCOJs) [35] supported
by GraphflowDB [32], SAP HANA [56], and Umbra [19].
With any newly developed query processing or optimization technique, we turn to benchmarks to quantify
the promised improvements and inevitable tradeoffs. Microbenchmarks demonstrate that the design decisions are indeed responsible for successfully achieving runtime improvements [31]. End-to-end macro-benchmarks showcase the
overall system performance, identify any cross-cutting issues, and help avoid regressions as systems evolve [24, 27].
The database community sees existing benchmarks for
subgraph queries as dispersed, ad-hoc, and lacking a principled suite of micro-benchmarks [39, 48]. Specifically, prior
work studying subgraph query evaluation present highly
divergent methodologies. In particular, current benchmarks
do not contain a common suite of subgraph queries, rarely
compare on the same datasets, and arbitrarily use directed
and undirected subgraph queries [1, 3, 19, 28, 32, 44]. Therefore, a well thought-out unified benchmark focusing on the
common operations mentioned in Section 1.1 is necessary.
The benchmark needs to identify common tradeoffs by varying query structures and provide a consistent view of how
techniques compare over time.

1.3

The Landscape of Existing Benchmarks

1.3.1 Existing Benchmarks Overview. We classify subgraph
query workload benchmarks within a quadrant along two
axes: (i) query complexity denoting from a high level the
number of joins and portion of data accessed; and (ii) “structuredness” of data [13] defining what assumptions can be
made a-priori as to what type(s) of data the system is going
to handle. The quadrant is shown in Figure 1 and contains
existing major benchmarks such as WatDiv [2], SNB [4],
LinkBench [6], YCSB [11], SPB [27], and GMB [31].
Not accounting for “structuredness”, most of the existing
benchmarks consist of seeded queries, i.e., queries start from
a given vertex or set of vertices. The quadrant orders the
benchmarks by read-intensity from left to right with the SNB
BI benchmark being the most read-intensive.
1.3.2 An Overview of the LDBC SNB. The Linked Data
Benchmark Council (LDBC) developed a large scale macrobenchmark called the Social Network Benchmark (SNB) [4].
LDBC developed the benchmark following a choke-point
driven methodology leading to two query sets of interest:
Interactive (Int) and Business Intelligence (BI). LDBC’s SNB
is an effective benchmark since it is: (i) portable between
the relational and property graph data models; (ii) scalable

Figure 1: Landscape of DB benchmarks according to
query complexity and data structuredness. The benchmark proposed in this paper, LSQB, is highlighted.
and representative of real workloads; and (iii) easy to understand due to domain simplicity. The benchmark still has
many shortcomings however. SNB is rather intimidating as
it requires too many features and is hard to implement for
research prototypes. Recent academic research tends to use
varied subsets of SNB queries focusing on a subset of chokepoints [20, 28]. SNB is quite similar to relational workloads,
as it is heavily inspired by TPC-H [14], and emphasizes complex filtering and aggregation operations.

1.4

Contributions

We introduce a new labelled subgraph query benchmark
(LSQB), to make progress on facilitating meaningful performance testing while correcting for the shortcomings of
prior work. We provide a dataset generator that leverages
the LDBC SNB prior generator to produce labelled social
network graphs. We generate the datasets at different scale
factors and make them and the benchmark available online1 .
Our main contribution is proposing nine queries as the core
for a leaner and more focused subgraph query benchmark.
In building the benchmark, we focus on five desiderata:
● Simple: contains a set of approachable queries that
researchers can understand and implement.
● Focused: does not test the entire DBMS functionality
and instead focuses on specific choke-points.
● Scalable: enables performance testing at the scale of
billions of edges.
● Portable: provides a specification that is easy to map
to the data models supported by different systems.
1 https://github.com/ldbc/lsqb
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● Representative: contains a set of common use-cases
found in real-world applications as opposed to contrived ones.

1.5

Paper Outline

The rest of the paper is outlined as follows. In Section 2, we
go over the design goals and provide the specification of
the benchmark. In Section 3, we present preliminary performance numbers comparing two RDBMSs, and we give a
sense of difficulty of the proposed queries. In Section 4, we
review prior related work. Finally, in Section 5, we provide
the gists of our findings, present possible extensions, along
with our plan for future work.

2

BENCHMARK SPECIFICATION

In this section, we first describe the benchmark design and
requirements allowing us to meet the desiderata mentioned
in Section 1.4. Second, we discuss the workflow to execute the
benchmark. Finally, we present the datasets and the queries.

2.1

Benchmark Design and Requirements

We start off with the need for the benchmark to be simple and
focused. Subgraph queries contain a labelled structural graph
pattern to match and contain possibly further relational operations, such as filtering, ordering, and aggregations. Matching a labelled structural graph pattern is referred to as subgraph matching and is a core part of subgraph queries. We
make multi-way equi-joins, joining vertex records with their
neighbors, the focus of LSQB, given that these operators are
the most prominent in subgraph queries. This allows the
benchmark to be focused on one single choke-point [9] and
further allows us to limit the number of queries. In order for
the benchmark to challenge systems in terms of scalability,
we require at least one input data graph to be at the scale of
at least one billion edges. This is in-line with current findings
on the size of graphs analyzed in real workloads [47]. The
queries are meant to be portable and therefore we specify
them using graph patterns similar to LDBC SNB. Finally, the
queries need to be representative and hence are designed
based on real-world use cases on the dataset of choice.

2.2

Workflow

The benchmark consist of the following workflow: (i) the
dataset is loaded to the system; (ii) the subgraph queries are
executed sequentially; and (iii) two metrics are collected:
(1) The number of matches, i.e., the number of output tuples to validate the correctness of the implementation.
(2) The query runtime (including parsing, compiling, and
returning results) for performance comparisons.
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SF3

SF10

SF30

SF100

number of vertices
number of edges

11.3M
66.2M

35.4M
217.0M

103.1M
650.5M

326.0M
2.1B

compressed size

0.3GB

1GB

1.8GB

5.8GB

Table 1: Dataset sizes.

2.3

Datasets

2.3.1 Generator. We reuse the data generator of LDBC Datagen [4] with modifications. LDBC Datagen is a scalable graph
generator which can produce graphs in increasing scale factors (SFs) up to 2.7B vertices and 17B edges. The LDBC Datagen produces a social network with a degree distribution
of Person vertices similar to that found in Facebook, and
introduces correlations between attributes [41], e.g., people
are more likely to travel to neighbouring countries and post
messages there.
2.3.2 Schema. Contemporary GDBMs support the property
graph data model [45], which allows the use of properties
(attributes) and labels (types) on both the vertices and edges
of the graph. In the context of subgraph queries, properties
are not a core focus, in fact, the experiments in the literature on subgraph query algorithms consistently omit using
property-level data, which we explain in Section 4. Therefore, our generator omits all property-level information from
the LDBC social graph except the vertex IDs. Our simplified
schema (shown in Figure 2a) consists of 9 vertex types and
11 edge types. Figure 2b shows an example graph instance.
2.3.3 Datasets. We generated LDBC SNB datasets for scale
factors 3, 10, 30, and 100. The key characteristics of the
datasets are shown in Table 1, while detailed degree distributions are visualized in Appendix A. As the datasets lack
property values, they are compact, with the size of SF100
being only 5.8GB in a compressed format.
2.3.4 Preprocessing Datasets. The datasets are provided as
CSV files. Implementations are allowed to preprocess the
datasets to fit their assumptions, e.g., they can assign new
unique identifiers to vertices. Additionally, they can change
the edge labels to ensure they are unique, for instance,
the isLocatedIn edges between vertices of different labels can be distinguished as Person_isLocatedIn_City and
Comment_isLocatedIn_Country.

2.4

Queries

2.4.1 Graph Patterns. We have defined 9 subgraph queries
based on the graph patterns occurring in the LDBC SNB BI
workload [4]. The queries are visualized in Figure 3. The
first 6 queries look for matches of basic graph patterns [5],
while the last 3 queries extend Q4, Q5, and Q6, respectively,
to complex graph patterns with negative and optional edges.
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(a) Graph schema visualized using a UML-style notation. Edge labels with many-to-many
cardinality are depicted with thick lines. The knows edge labels represent undirected
edges, while the rest of the edges are directed.

(b) Example graph.

Figure 2: Graph schema and example graph.

(a) Q1.

(b) Q2.

(c) Q3.

(d) Q4.

(e) Q5.

(f) Q6.

(g) Q7.

(h) Q8.

(i) Q9.

Figure 3: Visualization of the queries. Regular edges (joins) are denoted with solid black lines. Negative edges
(antijoins) are denoted with dashed red lines and the «neg» keyword. Optional edges (left outer joins) are denoted
with dashed black lines, the «opt» keyword, and the circle symbol ○ at the optional end of the edge. Thicker lines
denote edge labels with many-to-many cardinality.
Subgraph queries can have different pattern matching semantics [5]. All of our queries are evaluated using homomorphism,
i.e., repeated nodes and edges in the matching subgraph are
allowed unless an explicit filter (such as tag1 ≠ tag2 in Q5)
is set. If a particular system requires testing isomorphic pattern matching, adequate filters on edge IDs can be added.
The SQL and openCypher [18] specification of the queries is
given in Appendix B.
2.4.2 Query Operators. In all queries, the subgraph matching is followed by a count(*) aggregation, thus returning a

single value with the total number of matches. This step is
included to avoid serializing a large number of results which
would stress the client protocol and not just the query engine
which is the main focus of LSQB.
In terms of relational algebra, the first 6 queries can be formulated as SPJG (select-project-join-group by) queries. The
last 3 queries require antijoin or outer join operations (rendering them SPOJG queries) which are often unsupported in
early-stage systems. This decision was made to render the
benchmark suitable for prototype systems by allowing them

to focus on a contiguous block of queries (Q1–Q6). At the
same time, the benchmark can examine the level of support
for the more advanced operators (i.e., antijoins and outer
joins) through the remaining queries (Q7–Q9).

3.1

Benchmark Setup

3.1.1 Systems. We report results of the benchmark on the
two RDBMSs that managed to complete all or most of the
workload at all scales: (i) HyPer [26] (version 2019.2.6416), an
HTAP RDBMS with a compiled runtime; and (ii) Umbra [34]
(version b273a006), a research prototype HTAP RDBMS with
a compiled runtime that supports WCOJs [19].
3.1.2 Datasets. We generated four datasets, SF3, SF10, SF30,
and SF100 using the LDBC Datagen and serialized them using the “raw” CSV layout. Next, we removed all attributes
from the files and created one CSV file for each ∐︀source
vertex label, edge label, target vertex label̃︀ triple (e.g.,
Post_isLocatedIn_Country).
3.1.3 Preprocessing and Loading. The RDBMSs loaded the
data with the SQL COPY command. No indexes, integrity
constraints, or uniqueness constrains were defined.
3.1.4 Environment. We executed the benchmark on a cloud
virtual machine with 48 vCPU cores of an Intel Xeon Platinum 8272CL CPU, 384 GiB memory, 1.8 TB NVMe SSD disk
(ext4 file system), Ubuntu 20.04 operating system with Linux
kernel 5.4.0, and Docker 19.03. Both HyPer and Umbra ran
in Docker containers using their default configuration and
the queries were implemented in SQL.
3.1.5 Experiments. We ran HyPer and Umbra using all
48 available vCPU cores. Each query execution had a timeout
of 5 minutes. The queries were executed in random order,
with each query running 5 times for each scale factor.

3.2

Benchmark Results and Analysis

We executed the experiments and have cross-validated the
results derived with HyPer, Umbra, and GDBMS systems.
We visualized the query execution times in Figure 4. The
figure contains a plot with a horizontal axis showing the
scale factors, while the vertical axis shows the median query
execution time (over 5 runs) using a logarithmic scale.

execution time [s]

We have implemented LSQB on multiple systems to study
the benchmark’s portability. In this section, we present our
results on the two best performing systems. Along with the
reported RDBMSs, we have implemented LSQB for 7+ different DBMSs. Unfortunately, our experiments showed significant performance limitations for all of these systems which
we do not report.
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Figure 4: Query execution times on scale factors 3, 10,
30, and 100 for HyPer and Umbra, the two best performing sytems under benchmark.
3.2.1 Query Plans. We have investigated the query plans
produced by HyPer and Umbra. We found that on the SF100,
Umbra uses a multiway join operator [19] for all equi-join
queries except Q2 where it uses binary joins for most scale
factors. The multiway join was used in the last step of the
query plan before the group-by aggregation. For the rest of
the queries, Umbra used binary hash joins and right outer
joins. HyPer used binary joins for all its queries.
3.2.2 Experimental Analysis. The query runtimes for scale
factors 3, 10, 30, and 100 are shown in Figure 4. The results
show that Umbra is able to complete all queries on all scale
factors, while HyPer exhibits timeouts for Q1 and Q3.
Q1 and Q3 demonstrate the main difference of the execution engines of HyPer and Umbra: the latter supports
multi-way WCOJs [19], while the former only supports binary joins. For Q1, Umbra consistently uses a multi-way join
query plan, while HyPer uses different binary join plans for
different SFs. The results show that the latter can result in
suboptimal plans for this query: HyPer’s evaluation of Q1
on SF3 is slower than SF10, and it times out for SF30 and
SF100. Q3 has a cyclic subgraph, which again showcases the
benefits of WCOJs. Umbra is already an order of magnitude
faster than HyPer on SF30 and can complete the execution
on SF100 while HyPer times out.
For the rest of the queries, the differences are less significant between the two systems. In particular, for queries Q4,
Q5, and Q6, the performance gap between the two systems
is less than 2× on large SFs. For Q2, Q7, Q8, and Q9, the
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differences are within an order of magnitude. For Q2, Umbra shows non-monotonic execution times with SF10 taking
more time than SF30. We have found that for SF10, Umbra’s
optimizer switches to use a multi-way join, which is more
costly than using binary joins (even though Q2 captures a
cyclic pattern, it can be evaluated with binary joins optimally
as it only has a single many-to-many relation).
For both Umbra and HyPer, the most challenging queries
are Q6 and Q9 as these capture long cyclic patterns (two
knows edges and one hasTag edge). To support such queries
efficiently, database management systems would need to
employ different techniques such as list-based processing, a
limited form of factorization [38], which are currently not
supported in the benchmarked systems. Note that we do not
benchmark GraphflowDB’s list-based processing engine [20]
because it does not contain an optimizer. The results show
that Q9, which uses an extra antijoin operator, is about 2−4×
more expensive to compute than Q6.
3.2.3 Findings. We summarize the findings of our implementations and performance experiments with the LSQB.
We found that the benchmark can be executed in a reasonable
amount of time: a complete execution of the multi-threaded
benchmark (loading the data running each query 5 times)
for scale factors 3, 10, 30, and 100, took less than 40 minutes
with Umbra. This makes the benchmark suitable for quick
iterations when optimizing systems.
The results showed that Umbra has a slight advantage for
the majority of the queries. On Q3, the difference between the
systems highlighted that to perform well across the queries
of this subgraph query benchmark, systems need to have
sufficiently sophisticated query optimizers and optimize for
cyclic queries (e.g., by supporting WCOJs). Additionally, the
structure of Q6 and Q9 raises the opportunity for employing factorized subgraph query processing for improving the
performance of RDBMSs in these cases.

4

RELATED WORK

Table 2 summarizes the key experiment suites used for subgraph queries. We discuss influential benchmarks and experimental evaluation found in papers presenting subgraph
isomorphism algorithms.

4.1

Benchmarks for DBMSs

Subgraph queries are frequently included in benchmarks
targeting graph processing systems as well as programming
contests. In this section, we summarize benchmarks where
subgraph queries play a key role. For a survey of graph processing benchmarks, we point the reader to reference [10].
The LDBC Social Network Benchmark [4] defines two workloads. The Interactive workload [16] defines 14 complex read

and 7 short read queries, all using subgraph matching. However, all queries are seeded, i.e., start from a given Person
node, a pair of Person nodes, or a Message node, making
their complexity limited. This is different from LSQB which
relies on global, i.e., unseeded queries. The Business Intelligence (BI) [51] workload consists of 20 complex read queries,
focusing on pattern matching with aggregation. BI queries include both cyclic and long acyclic graph queries, and while its
queries are seeded, they touch a large portion of the graph.
LSQB in comparison takes the position of being simpler
and more focused and therefore only contains join operations with no aggregations other than count(*). Recall that
count(*) is added to avoid stressing client code and keeping
the benchmark’s stress only on the query processing engine.
The Train Benchmark (TB) [52] captures a validation scenario for imposed constraints, often complex, during the
development of safety-critical systems. The data and constraints follow the property graph model where the validation process matches absent graph patterns which captures
constraint violations. TB executes global subgraph queries
with a few results but potentially large intermediate results.
LSQB and TB differ primarily in their use cases and targeted
queries. LSQB processes one-time queries for social network
analysis while TB processes continuous queries.
Many transactional graph processing benchmarks exist,
e.g., the Graph Micro Benchmark [31] defines a comprehensive micro-benchmark of 35 operations. It focuses on transactional GDBMSs, that is, it includes also inserts, updates,
and deletes. Moreover, instead of considering queries with
a complex structure, it opts for a broader set of primitive
operators. LSQB on the other hand focuses specifically on
read-intensive subgraph matching and contains no updates.
Other than the benchmarks mentioned above, experimental studies have also defined their own set of queries. For instance, a study on Graph Pattern Matching [42] benchmarked
subgraph queries on four DMBSs, including both relational
and graph systems. Their largest graph contained 10K vertices and 0.5M edges, while their most complex schema used
5 vertex labels and 5 edge labels. They concluded that (as of
2014) none of the benchmarked systems were suitable for
graph pattern matching workloads. With exception of this
last study, no previous paper explicitly focused on testing
DBMSs for the task of graph pattern matching. Moreover,
our work is the first to propose a benchmark for this type of
workload at the scale of billion edges and containing more
vertex and edge labels.

4.2

Subgraph Matching Experiments

Due to the lack of simple benchmarks that focus on graph
pattern matching, experimental evaluation in the literature
for techniques targeting subgraph query processing contain

vertex labels

directed edges

properties

antijoins

outer joins

cyclic subgraphs

complex paths

aggregation

global queries
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#queries

comment

LDBC SNB Interactive [16]
LDBC SNB BI [4, 51]
SIGMOD’14 Programming Contest [15]
TTC’14 Movie Database case [23]
gMark [7]
Train Benchmark [52]
GMB (Graph Micro Benchmark) [31]
DBMSs for pattern matching study [42]

⊗
⊗
⊗
⊗
⊗
⊗
⊗
⊗

⊗
⊗
⊗
⊗
⊗
⊗
⊗
⊗

⊗
⊗
⊗
⊗
⊗
⊗
⊗
◯

⊗
⊗
⊗
⊗
⊗
⊗
⊗
◯

⊗
⊗
◯
◯
◯
⊗
◯
◯

⊗
⊗
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯

⊘
⊘
⊘
⊗
⊘
⊘
⊘
⊗

⊗
⊗
⊗
◯
⊗
◯
⊗
◯

⊗
⊗
⊗
⊘
⊘
◯
◯
◯

◯
⊘
◯
⊗
◯
⊗
⊘
⊗

14 + 7
20
4
6
⍟
6
22
14 × 20

point queries starting in 1–2 vertices
queries touch on a large portion of the graph
analytics on induced subgraphs
queries are part of a graph transformation
has a configurable graph & query generator
query results sets are small
focuses on transactional workloads

subgraph isomorphism survey [29]
subgraph matching survey [49]
Core-Forest-Leaf decomposition [8]
RapidMatch [50]

⊗
⊗
⊗
⊗

⊗
◯
◯
◯

◯
◯
⊗
◯

◯
◯
◯
◯

◯
◯
◯
◯

◯
◯
◯
◯

⊘
⊗
⊗
⊗

◯
◯
◯
◯

◯
◯
◯
⊘

⊗
⊗
⊗
⊗

6 × 1000
12 × 9 × 200
8 × 100
7 + 2 × 200

worst-case optimal joins [36]
graph pattern matching with joins [37]
EmptyHeaded [1]
mix of multi-way and binary joins [32]

◯
◯
◯
◯

⊗
◯
◯
⊗

◯
◯
◯
⊗

◯
◯
◯
◯

◯
◯
◯
◯

◯
◯
◯
◯

⊗
⊗
⊗
⊗

◯
◯
◯
◯

◯
⊘
◯
⊗

⊗
⊗
⊘
⊗

−
10
3 + 14
14

Labelled Subgraph Query Benchmark (LSQB)

⊗ ⊗

⊘ ⊘ ⊘

◯

⊘

⊗

9

name

⊗ ◯

small and large query sets
theoretical paper
3 subgraph queries + LUBM
uses random labels in its experiments

Table 2: Experiments defined by papers presenting (1) graph benchmark specifications, (2) subgraph matching
algorithms, and (3) worst-cast optimal join algorithms. For benchmarks, the columns vertex labels, edge labels,
directed edges, and attributes denote whether the feature is used in the queries of the benchmark. For the rest
of the entries, they denote whether the proposed algorithm is designed to handle a certain data model feature.
Notation – ⊗: yes, ◯: no, ⊘: to some extent (cyclic subgraphs: the benchmark defines only a few/simple cyclic
queries, aggregation: only count(*) is used, global queries: some queries touch a large portion of the graph); ⍟: the
benchmark provides a query generator.

a fragmented panorama of benchmarks. Such benchmarks
follow one of two types of workloads that are prominent in
the literature as observed in prior work [50]: (i) full enumeration workloads on datasets with millions or even billions
of edges and queries with few query vertices, and requiring exhaustive tuple enumeration, such as fraud detection;
and (ii) exploration-based workloads on datasets with few
thousand edges and tens of query vertices. LSQB focuses on
the former category, i.e., on full enumeration subgraph query
workloads.
Jinsoo Lee et al. have reimplemented and compared five
state-of-the-art subgraph matching algorithms [29]. They
used undirected graphs with vertex and edge labels, and ran
experiments on 6 datasets with 1000 randomly generated
queries for each. A more recent similar study [49] compares
a mix of old and recent subgraph matching algorithms for
a total of seven algorithms and proposes proposes an algorithm that combines the best approaches of each of the
studied algorithms. In both studies, as well as in many proposed subgraph query algorithms evaluations, e.g., CFL [8],

the workload is an exploration-based workload. A notable
exception is RapidMatch [50], which uses two sets of queries:
2 × 200 large queries (for graph exploration) and 7 small
queries (similar in size to LSQB queries). RapidMatch’s evaluation however does not use directed edges and contains
uniformly generated labels for 5 out of 7 graphs used.
A number of implementations have recently adopted
worst-case optimal join (WCOJs) algorithms [36] for subgraph matching [1, 37]. In these papers, the experiments
employ rather simple graphs. The proposed dynamic programming optimizer for subgraph queries focusing on mixing binary and multi-way join operators in reference [32], is
evaluated using randomly labelled data and query graphs.

4.3

Join Ordering

In an RDBMS, LSQB’s main choke-point is translated into a
number of joins. Therefore, a crucial challenge is that of picking a good join order, referred to as a query vertex order or a
query edge order in graph terms. The Join Order Benchmark
(JOB) [30], which defines a set of 113 analytical SPJ queries
over an IMDB dataset, each containing 3 to 16 joins per query,
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provides a similar challenge for RDBMSs. On JOB, cardinality
misestimation of 3+ orders of magnitude were routinely observed in all systems that were benchmarked. Since JOB was
introduced, a wide variety of techniques have been proposed
to address the problem of join ordering [22, 40]. LSQB also
poses a hard cardinality estimation problem since it contains
many joins and skewed distributions.

[4]
[5]

[6]

5

SUMMARY

Conclusion. By examining the existing literature and
benchmarks, we found that there is a significant gap between the experiments currently used on subgraph queries
and the requirements posed by graph processing benchmarks. Our benchmark, LSQB, intends to provide a simple
and portable benchmark suite that can be used by both academic researchers and industry database engineers. LSQB
has already seen some adoption and is used by 5+ triplestore/GDBMS vendors for internal performance tests.
Potential Extensions. While we designed the benchmark
to be simple, we expect that users targeting more mature
systems will want to extend it to include common DBMS
features such as update operations. Building on the LDBC
Datagen allows users to make such extensions with a reasonable development effort, e.g., updates can be supported
by using the temporal attributes produced by Datagen [54].
Future Work. As a continuation of this work, we plan to
design a complementary micro-benchmark that focuses
on path queries. Defining path queries with predictable
runtimes raises unique challenges, as these queries are
sensitive to the selected start vertices. The focus would be
in particular on long acyclic patterns, unweighted/weighted
shortest paths, and regular path queries.
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A

Cypher implementation of Q6.

DEGREE DISTRIBUTIONS

The degree distributions of the SF10 graph are shown in
Figure 5.

B

MATCH (person1:Person)-[:KNOWS]-(person2:Person)-[:KNOWS]-(
person3:Person)-[:HAS_INTEREST]->(tag:Tag)
WHERE person1 <> person3
RETURN count(*) AS count

QUERY SPECIFICATIONS

We present the specification of the queries in Cypher [18]
and in SQL.
MATCH (:Country)<-[:IS_PART_OF]-(:City)<-[:IS_LOCATED_IN]-(:
Person)<-[:HAS_MEMBER]-(:Forum)-[:CONTAINER_OF]->(:Post
)<-[:REPLY_OF]-(:Comment)-[:HAS_TAG]->(:Tag)-[:HAS_TYPE
]->(:TagClass)
RETURN count(*) AS count

MATCH (:Tag)<-[:HAS_TAG]-(message:Message)-[:HAS_CREATOR]-(
creator:Person)
OPTIONAL MATCH (message)<-[:LIKES]-(liker:Person)
OPTIONAL MATCH (message)<-[:REPLY_OF]-(comment:Comment)
RETURN count(*) AS count

Cypher implementation of Q7.
MATCH (tag1:Tag)<-[:HAS_TAG]-(message:Message)<-[:REPLY_OF
]-(comment:Comment)-[:HAS_TAG]->(tag2:Tag)
WHERE NOT (comment)-[:HAS_TAG]->(tag1)
AND tag1 <> tag2
RETURN count(*) AS count

Cypher implementation of Q8.

Cypher implementation of Q1.
MATCH
(person1:Person)-[:KNOWS]-(person2:Person),
(person1)<-[:HAS_CREATOR]-(comment:Comment)-[:REPLY_OF]->(
post:Post)-[:HAS_CREATOR]->(person2)
RETURN count(*) AS count

MATCH (person1:Person)-[:KNOWS]-(person2:Person)-[:KNOWS]-(
person3:Person)-[:HAS_INTEREST]->(tag:Tag)
WHERE NOT (person1)-[:KNOWS]-(person3)
AND person1 <> person3
RETURN count(*) AS count

Cypher implementation of Q9.

Cypher implementation of Q2.
MATCH (country:Country)
MATCH (person1:Person)-[:IS_LOCATED_IN]->(city1:City)-[:
IS_PART_OF]->(country)
MATCH (person2:Person)-[:IS_LOCATED_IN]->(city2:City)-[:
IS_PART_OF]->(country)
MATCH (person3:Person)-[:IS_LOCATED_IN]->(city3:City)-[:
IS_PART_OF]->(country)
MATCH (person1)-[:KNOWS]-(person2)-[:KNOWS]-(person3)-[:
KNOWS]-(person1)
RETURN count(*) AS count

Cypher implementation of Q3.

SELECT count(*)
FROM Country
JOIN City ON City.isPartOf_Country = Country.id
JOIN Person ON Person.isLocatedIn_City = City.id
JOIN Forum_hasMember_Person ON Forum_hasMember_Person.
hasMember_Person = Person.id
JOIN Forum ON Forum.id = Forum_hasMember_Person.id
JOIN Post ON Post.Forum_containerOf = Forum.id
JOIN Comment ON Comment.replyOf_Post = Post.id
JOIN Comment_hasTag_Tag ON Comment_hasTag_Tag.id = Comment.
id
JOIN Tag ON Tag.id = Comment_hasTag_Tag.hasTag_Tag
JOIN TagClass ON Tag.hasType_TagClass = TagClass.id;

SQL implementation of Q1.
MATCH (:Tag)<-[:HAS_TAG]-(message:Message)-[:HAS_CREATOR]-(
creator:Person),
(message)<-[:LIKES]-(liker:Person),
(message)<-[:REPLY_OF]-(comment:Comment)
RETURN count(*) AS count

Cypher implementation of Q4.
MATCH (tag1:Tag)<-[:HAS_TAG]-(message:Message)<-[:REPLY_OF
]-(comment:Comment)-[:HAS_TAG]->(tag2:Tag)
WHERE tag1 <> tag2
RETURN count(*) AS count

Cypher implementation of Q5.

SELECT count(*)
FROM Person_knows_Person
JOIN Comment ON Person_knows_Person.Person1Id = Comment.
hasCreator_Person
JOIN Post ON Person_knows_Person.Person2Id = Post.
hasCreator_Person
AND Comment.replyOf_Post = Post.id;

SQL implementation of Q2.
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Figure 5: Degree distributions for vertices with a given label.
SELECT count(*)
FROM Country
JOIN City AS CityA
ON CityA.isPartOf_Country = Country.id
JOIN City AS CityB
ON CityB.isPartOf_Country = Country.id
JOIN City AS CityC
ON CityC.isPartOf_Country = Country.id
JOIN Person AS PersonA
ON PersonA.isLocatedIn_City = CityA.id
JOIN Person AS PersonB
ON PersonB.isLocatedIn_City = CityB.id
JOIN Person AS PersonC
ON PersonC.isLocatedIn_City = CityC.id
JOIN Person_knows_Person AS pkp1
ON pkp1.Person1Id = personA.id
AND pkp1.Person2Id = personB.id
JOIN Person_knows_Person AS pkp2
ON pkp2.Person1Id = personB.id
AND pkp2.Person2Id = personC.id
JOIN Person_knows_person AS pkp3
ON pkp3.Person1Id = personC.id
AND pkp3.Person2Id = personA.id;

SQL implementation of Q3.

SELECT count(*)
FROM Message_hasTag_Tag
JOIN Message_hasCreator_Person
ON Message_hasTag_Tag.MessageId =
Message_hasCreator_Person.MessageId
JOIN Comment_replyOf_Message
ON Comment_replyOf_Message.ParentMessageId =
Message_hasTag_Tag.MessageId
JOIN Person_likes_Message
ON Person_likes_Message.MessageId = Message_hasTag_Tag.
MessageId;

SQL implementation of Q4.
SELECT count(*)
FROM Message_hasTag_Tag
JOIN Comment_replyOf_Message
ON Message_hasTag_Tag.MessageId = Comment_replyOf_Message.
ParentMessageId
JOIN Comment_hasTag_Tag AS cht
ON Comment_replyOf_Message.CommentId = cht.id
WHERE Message_hasTag_Tag.hasTag_Tag != cht.hasTag_Tag;

SQL implementation of Q5.
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SELECT count(*)
FROM Person_knows_Person pkp1
JOIN Person_knows_Person pkp2
ON pkp1.Person2Id = pkp2.Person1Id
AND pkp1.Person1Id != pkp2.Person2Id
JOIN Person_hasInterest_Tag
ON pkp2.Person2Id = Person_hasInterest_Tag.id;

SQL implementation of Q6.
SELECT count(*)
FROM Message_hasTag_Tag
JOIN Message_hasCreator_Person
ON Message_hasTag_Tag.MessageId =
Message_hasCreator_Person.MessageId
LEFT JOIN Comment_replyOf_Message
ON Comment_replyOf_Message.ParentMessageId =
Message_hasTag_Tag.MessageId
LEFT JOIN Person_likes_Message
ON Person_likes_Message.MessageId = Message_hasTag_Tag.
MessageId;

SQL implementation of Q7.
SELECT count(*)
FROM Message_hasTag_Tag
JOIN Comment_replyOf_Message
ON Message_hasTag_Tag.MessageId = Comment_replyOf_Message.
ParentMessageId
JOIN Comment_hasTag_Tag AS cht1
ON Comment_replyOf_Message.CommentId = cht1.id
LEFT JOIN Comment_hasTag_Tag AS cht2
ON Message_hasTag_Tag.hasTag_Tag = cht2.hasTag_Tag
AND Comment_replyOf_Message.CommentId = cht2.id
WHERE Message_hasTag_Tag.hasTag_Tag != cht1.hasTag_Tag
AND cht2.hasTag_Tag IS NULL;

SQL implementation of Q8.

SELECT count(*)
FROM Person_knows_Person pkp1
JOIN Person_knows_Person pkp2
ON pkp1.Person2Id = pkp2.Person1Id
AND pkp1.Person1Id != pkp2.Person2Id
JOIN Person_hasInterest_Tag
ON pkp2.Person2Id = Person_hasInterest_Tag.id
LEFT JOIN Person_knows_Person pkp3
ON pkp3.Person1Id = pkp1.Person1Id
AND pkp3.Person2Id = pkp2.Person2Id
WHERE pkp3.Person1Id IS NULL;

SQL implementation of Q9.

C

NUMBER OF MATCHES
query
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9

SF3

SF10

SF30

817.1M
3.1B
10.5B
3.3M 11.4M 34.9M
3.2M 15.0M 60.7M
50.0M 191.2M 654.5M
41.6M 141.7M 432.7M
6.3B
23.7B
79.9B
85.2M 312.8M
1.0B
20.8M 70.8M 216.2M
6.0B
22.9B
76.9B

SF100
38.3B
115.4M
255.7M
2.4B
1.4B
291.4B
3.7B
710.8M
280.0B

Table 3: Number of matching subgraphs per query.

The number of matches for each query–scale factor pair is
shown in Table 3.

